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The feasibility of supporring applications with pixformma requirements, or Quality-of- 
Service (QoS), is dependent upon the underlying limits of the network. The performame 
limits of a network are usually expressed in terms of throughput (channel capacity) and 
latency. . . .   . . .  
. . .   . . .  . .  
. . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  , .  . 
. .  . . . . . .  . .  
Ad hoc wireless networks usually mly on a common transmission medium. 'Thus, mong  
multiple nodes on a network, access to the medium must be c o n t r o U d  by a d i a  acres3 
.. (MAC) protocol. In this section, we discuss the major pmpowd MAC protmol~. Since thy 
developed in m evolutionary manner, with each new protocol 3ubsuming the  benefits of the 
prior pmmol, we  pesent them from the most basic to the most sophisticated (most widely 
used - 802.1 lb) protocol. 
. . .  
. .  
. .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . . .   . . . .   . . . .  . .  . . .  
CS#A . .  
. . . .  
There is a well-known situation, the Hidden Terminal scenario, where collisions may occw 
at the receiver. CSMA dms not detmt thh case. In the Hidden Terminal problem, two nodes 
which me outside of each a h ' s  transmission range try to cornmicaw with the  same node 
(which is within each of their transmission ranges). This results in 3 collision 3t the receiving 
node. In Figure 1 ,  the mllisIcm IX;CUIB at nodc 2. 
. .  
. .  
c 
Figure I. Hldden Termlnal problem. 
MACAW 
MACAW differs from MACA in two aspects: the RTS-CTS exchange, and the backoff 
algorithm. 
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The' 802.1 1 MAC protocol [EEE 19971 use3 a RTSiCrSmatdACK exchange as in the 
MACAW pmtoml. Each node has a Network Allocation Vector (NAV), The: RTS and CTS 
packets include the amount of t ime the medium will be busy for the  remainder of the 
exchange. Each node reads these valuecin the RTS and CTS h s  as they pass by and use 
them to updak their NAV vector. 
It has been noted that the ~cctlrd affective capacity of an ad hcc wrx~ess network is much less 
than the theoretical capacity [Li 20011. It Is important to understand the ~ c w n s  for this 
bwause it also affects latency, which is a perfDmnce m&ure that has not weived much 
attention in  the cment literature. Reasons for the limited capacity include the following. 
. . .   . .  . .  . .  . . . .  
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FlgUl quanee c Iodes where the 
trrnsmlrrlon range la the =me as the 
.. . interfersncw range. The maximum channel 
.. .  ... ' .:. utilization is 113. 
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RTS (40B), CTS, ACK (39B) and MAC h m h r  of B data packet is 47B. For SOOB 
packets, efficiency = 15OW[1500+40+39t.47) = 0.9. With inter-frame timings it is 
reduced to 0.85. 
c 
Figure 4 shows the components of the 802.1 I access mechanism. L e t  hinok denote the t h e , ,  
it takes for a single successful transmission. Then, according to Figure A: . .   . .  . . .   . .  . .  .  
. .  
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Flgura 5. Topology where all nodes are 
within each other'e mdh ranges. 
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A3 mentioned in the previous section, latency is the accumulation of collision intervals 
followed by a successful ~ransmission. 
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Figure 13 shows that the throughput is the highest in the following ~ 3 5 ~ 5 :  (i) User 1 i s  
transmitting at every slot and User 2 is silent, and (ii) Uwr 2 i s  transmitting at every slot and 
U w  1 is silent. Throughput is at its worst when both U s a  1 and U5er 2 are t r a n s m i t t i n g  with 
qua l  probability (50%) of the time. Thus throughput is worn when contention is at it9 
highest. This cornsponds to our throughput experiments described in the previous section. 
From equation (tl), Po is the  probability thw no traffic is initiated; Po = e4. Thus P = €3 i G  
So i' is the probability of no collision and (1  - e? is the probability of a collision. The 
probability of a transmission requiring exactly k attempts is t h e  following. 
. . .  . .  
. . .  . . .  
, .. 
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For wireless ad hm nehvorks, MAC protocol perfmmmcc issues are closely tied muting 
protocol performance. Some obvious ways in which the two layers interact include the 
following. T h e  ability of the W C  hyer to efficiently control access to the shared medium 
directly impacts the latency of pachts. Any packet collision results in at bast one packet 
retransmission, thus immediately increasing the latency by a factor of two. Routing protocol 
updates which are incessantly delayed wil1 result in routing decisions based upon out-of-date 
information. Channel  capacity in wireless ad hoc networks is constrained, aspwidly between 
sequences of nodes which  do not s h m  the s a m e  transmi3sbn range. Furthermore, channel 
capacity mu3t be sharxd hetween control and data traff ic. For mobjlc ad hoc networks, the 
routing layer relies upon the M C  layer fwr notifications when a mde move5 out of m g a .  
MAC-level performance depends upon the  type of mobility. [ B m t t  XlO2].shows the 
interaction between the MAC and routing layer for mobile networks by examining the 
variahn in the  n u m h r  of control packets generated by cash layer+ 
. . .  . .  . . . . .  . .  . 
. . .  
. . .  . .  
. . . I  . .  . .  
This study has shown the effects of load on the  throughput and latency of ad hod m b i k  
networks. The effects of load are manifested by the increased number of collisions. Each 
collision necessitates a retransmission. In a heavily loaded network, a node m y  attempt 
several 17&~1smissi0ns before achieving a successfd trammission. This translates into lower 
network utilization (due to the  capacity wasted by retransmitting the s a m e  packet) ag well as 
sharp increases in network hkncy. It is difficult to specify an exact network load which will 
be appropriate for achieving high network utilization and low packet latency. As shown in 
this study. the performance of an ad hoc network is dependent upon many facton - including 
network mpohgy, packet size, the ratio of interference range to transmission range, and the 
particular MAC protocol implementation. However, generd guidelines for achieving good 
performance in ad hoc network include the following: (i) use larger packet s i x 3  (6OD bytes 
+>, (ii) use B locality-bwd topology where nodes which communicate more frequently are 
within each other's transmission range, and (iii) maintain network loading of less than 505% 
between nodes in the same transmission range, and less than 40% between nodes in diffmnt 
transmission ranges. 
22 
c 
Slmulatlon Models for Ad Hoc Networking 
DSR works by storing information regardi;ng mtes through the network in cache. This 
information is kept  in the cache whether or not the  path is in active u3e. If a n d e  wishes to 
commuuic~te with a destination which it does not have a mute to, broadcat RRBQ messages 
are sent. Similar to AODV, the  destination or inkmediate nodc with a valid path will 
respond using a RREP message. 
The final decision to use DSR for the simulation modd wa5  influenced more by the 
me-&a.nics of the simulation models than by the c o n s ~ n t s  of either routing pmtcml. The 
existing AODV d e l  was unreliable, did not perform well under s t m s  conditions, and did 
not allow for the buffer overflows which would call for MAC bvd flow control, See 
detailed discussion in Simulation  DBcisions. 
23 
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The initial gtareing p i n t  for the simulation was the NTST @Net made13 for A0D:V [NET 
2M)3a] and DSR [NIST 2003bI. At the time the LDRD st&, these were the only ad hoc 
wireless mod& avaihbb for the OpNet simulator. 
T h e  AODV routing protocol contained in the model is based on what was tmr - =aft 
specification from the IETF for AODV. The draft has betome RFC 3561 as o1 , d y  2003 
[Pekins 20031, The latest version of the NIST model is dated August 200‘1, 
OpNet developed a betta version of 3 DSR model in early 2003. Beccause of the problems 
with t h  NIST models, we switched to t h  OpNd supparted model. The OpNet model is 
much more compbx than the  NIST models and includes all levels of the networking stack 
including TO, €Alp7 and ARP, This added complexity made simulating the environment 
more diffcult, but the reliability of the m d c l  made the tradeoff worthwhile. 
DSR was chown u the routing protocol for many remns,  one of which was OpNet suppm 
of the new DSR model. With a supported model, problems  which appeared in the  simulation 
could be addressed quickly. The N E T  models were older and had less technical support for 
problems. 
‘ c  . 
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theload on the  network due to the extra  sages being sent. Ignoring the RTS request 
reducks the network load because the data packets are not being sent as often bsause the 
sender does not receive the CTS message. 
. .  . .  . .  
. ,  
. .  . 
. I  
. .  
'. : i  .. . Figure 14. Average data dfapped by full buffer. 
. .  
. .  . .  
Figure 16. Average data dropped by retry llmtt. .' . : ' ' : : '  ' . .. : . 
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Simulation and Evaluation of a Custom Messaging 
Protocol and Enhanced Source Routing for Wlreless 
Communleations 
Introduction 
c 
-ing Protocol Design and Slmutatlon 
28 . . .   .  . . : ,. ..._ . . .  
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The model used for the  messaging protocol shulation was completely custom written for 
OPNET. For initial development, OPNET's standard Ethernet  model was used for link live1 
connectivity. This stage of &ding served an important  role  in the overall  simulation 
development. The easy to uw and stable Ethernet model assmd that all simulation mors 
were within the protocol model. The configurttble link bandwidth and cmr rates of the 
Ethernet model were uwd to evaluate and confirm the protocol's mar h d l i n g ,  
. .  
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Source Routinq in a Challenaina Wireless Envirmmwd 
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w&r will be established with the absdutc minimum of packets. This broadcast should 
only bc done af'tei the request arrives; this irnplics  that there is a change in connectivity 
within the network where 31 least  the mute between the s o w  of the request and this node 
i3 no longer conect and must be updated. If this enhancement is used between the  
destination node and all other nodes, it will be updated only  when the network topology 
has changd, and a i  soon a3 this change a f f e c t s  commications. Topology changes that 
do not affect actual comunications will be ignored. ' A  find benefit to this approach is 
the complete elimination of r&m.'mute'relay. The requesting node l d m s  the  route in the  
same manner a do all  other node3 - the broadcast packet which contains the newly 
created spmning me tw the  source and all nodes in between pasxs through the rcquc3tm. 
Simulation Results for Various Routina, Enhancements 
34 . L  
. .  . .  
Table 1. All to all mearrging. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
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Table 2. All to one mssmging. 
n 
E 
Table 3. All to eight mrsseging. 
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minimize n o i s  in the network. Another limitation of perjmetm muting is that it cannot be 
applied to three-dimensional no& layouts. 
39 
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For some applications, such w gmgraphkally based data storage md retrieval [Ratnasmy 
2002][Shanker 20031, it is not necissq to associate locaticms with particular nodes. Often, 
however, the n&s are distinguished by unique n& identificm, and a message must be 
routed to the  node with a particular identifier. h that c w ,  for either real or virtual 
geographic muting, it is necessary to have a mans of discovering a node's location given its 
identifier+ 
A m i =  that supplies the 1wation.of a node given it3 node identifier is called a Lacution 
wrvice. A location scrvica that is particularly  suited to systems using geographic routing 
was presented in [Li 20001. me s e r v i c e  is completely distributed, letting every n d c  play the  
role of bcation server for a number of othm nodes. The service i3 itself based on geographic 
principles and works withme any d e  knowing the identity of any of its location sewem, It 
is presented in connection with real'gmgraphic routitig and b w d a n  a rccurslve subdivision 
of the unit square, but the analpis and the  alprithms carry over to K-dimensional virtual 
cowrdinatc 3pace. It requires an averhge amount of stoage 3t each node that is pmport;ional 
tw the  totd number of nodes with a v&y Small c0nstant of pmprtionality. The service has a 
mmunication pattern such that the expected path length approaches a constant as the 
number of n d e s  i n c ~ s c s  [Li 203 11, 80 it meets the  scalability criterion mentimed . . . .  above, 
The location service will not be further discussed in this report. 
. .  
. .  . .   . .  
. .  . .  . . .  
. .  . . .  . .  
. .  
An Bxpanding ring semh bmadcwts a =arch request with a maximurn search radius 
attached. The request is broadcast by all nodes that receive it if they c m o t  satisfy the 
40 
When a node recognizes m alias in the c o m e  of routing a mss~tge, the alias cahc is 
consulted. If the p3th to the destination is already present in the cache, no semh need be 
done. Before the mssagc is forwarded to  the first hctp in the path, the message is marked to 
&ow that it  i3 in alias mode and the  remainder of the path is placed in the message. At each 
3tcp on the  path, the next  hop is removed from the message and the message i s  f o w d  tw  
it. That is, some  routing is used between the two aliasd nodes. 
41 
The placement of the  anchor nodes is imprtant. An uneven distribution of  t h e  anchors 
m m g  the other nodes tends to produce a greater number of local minima and a l iws .  
Methods of placing anchors can be divided into three categories, a priari, random and 
algorithmic. A good placement can be assured if it is possible to position  the anchor nodes a 
pi&. 
The anchors can be assigned randomly by allowing each node to draw a random number and 
become an anchor if the number is less than some threshold value. The overhead of random 
placement is extremely low, but random placement may result in an uneven anchor 
distribution, Also, some knowledge of the  likely s i x  of the  network is implied in choosing 
the threshold value. The probability of suffering the effects of an uneven distribution can h 
lowered by using a greater number of anchors (mising the threshold value), but doing so 
c o s t 5  more overheadin the  form of storage to hold virtual addresses and bandwidth to 
transmit them. , . . . .  
. .  . .  . 
. . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . 
With random placmmnt, there is always the chance that too few or too mmy anchors will 
select themselves. If there are too few anchors, i t  is necessary to have another round of 
anchor selection, to replace the current anchors (posssib1y using a higher threshold value) wr 
to add to them. If there are too m n y  anchors, some can be discarded during the virtual 
address cornputation (say those with lowest node identifiers). 
If the anchors are shown algurithmically, it is desirable to rnk this computation quire as 
little overhead I po,sslblc. One simple expedient that gcezns to work well in practice i s  to 
allow those nodes to become anchors for whish there are no nodes with lower node 
identifiers withiin an L-hop radius. If the size of the network is known, L can be chosen to 
produce the desired probable number of anchors. The expted numkr of mchoE in I 
random layout is a complicated function of L and the  number of nodes, but it em be 
astimted experimentally. To wlect anchors in this way, each node must send and receive L 
m s ~ g e s  before the anchors can be determined and the computation of the virtual 
mordinates for the nodes cm I: in. 
If the m e  of the network is not muwn, a value of L that is Jikely to produce at ltmt enough 
anchors can k used and the  superfluous mchon cm be discarded during the  virtual address  
computation, 3s described 3bcm. In deciding which anchors to discard, it is helpful to keep 
the anchors as evenly distributed among the nodes as possible. A simple algorithm for doing 
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flgure 20. Network graph wlth barriers. 1024 nodes, average 
node degree g,g3, The  red dots are anchor nodes. 
The graphs and t abuIW results compare VGR, RGR and ideal shortest-path routing. Neither 
VGR nor RGR finds shortest paths between 30uxe and destination, though VGR d w s  no 
worse than RGR in this respect. Bath VGR and RGR approach 3hortest paths ag the average 
number of neighborb increm~s. 
VGR and RGR both use the same expanding M g  =arch mechanism to deal with voids, and 
VGR uses it to ded with aliascs. The initial search radius i5 N o  hops (the least power of two 
greater than the ncighhrhmd radius), and the search radius doubles mch time the request 
f d s  to be satisfied within the cumnt radius. If the l oca l  cache holds the next hop around a 
void or toward an alias, no search is done, The numbers o€ search and reply packets are 
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The graphs for layouts with barriers, in Figure5 31 through 38, show behavior that is 
generally sirnilar to that without barriers. We will see below, though, that there are importmt 
differences between VCIR and RGR in t h e  way this pufrxmance is achieved. 
Tables 16 through 27 show camspnding results for networks with barriers. Here, the 
advantaEe of VCIR is mre marked. In networks of a thousand nodes or more, the fraction of 
geographic hops taken by RGR never exceeds 66% and the amount of control traffic 
produced by RGR ranges from 8 to 38 times ag much 3s VGR. VGR, mianwhile, behaves 
nearly as well as in networks without barriers. It might be expected that real geographic 
muting would.have trouble when routing paths no longer resemble straight h e 3  in physical 
space. It appears that even when barriers are pmsmt, the VGR paths do B reasonably good 
job o€ approximating straight lines in Kdhensional vhtual space. 
It would be desirable to extend the mlability studies to even greater numbers of nodes. The 
present effort was limited by'the compute time required €m large runs. It may be possible to 
&vise a sampling scheme tl&. is more efficient than simply computing all posgibk routes, as 
the present software does. Pardlelizing the  software and running it on a m u h i p ~ s m r  
system might dm apeed it up, as long 3s the  comunicat i~n costs do not outweigh the gain 
in aggregate computing power. 
A novel routing protocol has been presented based on geographic principles and using 
coordinate8 derived only from the connectivity of the network. It was shown to perform at 
least ag well as geographic muting based on physical c o d n a t c s  and considerably better in 
the presence of transmission obstacles. Simple mtx113 of dealing with the faillngs of 
geographic ~ ~ ~ t i n g  were employed, which will work with either virtual or physical 
It would likely improve the efficiency of the search for non-geographic muting hops to use 
some adaptation of the kchniques for cutting down mute request and reply overhead 
described in the previous section of this reprt. 
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Table 8. Order loo0 degree 4 without hrrbn. Averaged over 10 runs with average 
number of nodes neighbors = 989.5 / 4.36 and average  network diameter / path length = 
13O.O / 47.5, 
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Table 20. Order loOD degree 5 wltb barrlee9. Averaged over 10 runs with average number 
of nodes / neighbors = 990.0 14.81 and average network diameter 1 path length = 103.4 / 
36.7. 
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